APPE Institutional PRCT 554 Medication Administration Exercise

Directions: While on your rotation, observe or participate directly in the medication administration process where permitted. Answer the following questions.

Are pharmacists a part of the medication administration process in any area of the hospital, and if so, how? (Question 1 of 5 - Mandatory)

What processes are in place within the institution to ensure the safety of medication administration? (Question 2 of 5 - Mandatory)

What is a “high alert medication”? List five different drugs that considered high alert medications. (Question 3 of 5 - Mandatory)

Describe what is known as the “medication pass” in a hospital setting. (Question 4 of 5 - Mandatory)

Interact with a pharmacist or nurse and follow him/her as she administers medications. Record your observations. Is he/she aware of the seven RIGHTS? What are they? (Question 5 of 5 - Mandatory)

Review your answers in this evaluation. If you are satisfied with the evaluation, click the SUBMIT button below. Once submitted, evaluations are no longer available for you to make further changes.